
Directions to

Colonial Rifle & Pistol Club, Inc.
4484 Arthur Kill Road, Staten Island, NY 10309

GPS Coordinates

Latitude = 40.533316 degrees (40° 31.99896')

Longitude = -74.237453 degrees (-74° 14.24718')

From Verrazano Narrows Bridge:
Stay to your left after paying the toll and proceed west

on the Staten Island Expressway for about 8 minutes.

Take the West Shore Expressway exit. Stay on the

West Shore Expressway for about 12 minutes. You

will come to signs that indicate: Exit 2: Richmond

Parkway - East and Outerbridge Crossing - Rt. 440

New Jersey. Follow the signs toward the Outerbridge

Crossing. On this 2 lane exit ramp, stay in the right

lane. Follow this ramp and take the exit marked Exit 1

- Arthur Kill Road. At the stop light at the end of the

ramp make a left on to Veteran's Rd. The 1st light you

reach is Arthur Kill Road. (Camp Bow Wow's build-

ing is diagonally across the street.) Make a right on to

Arthur Kill Road. Follow Arthur Kill Road for

approximately 3/10's of a mile. Make a right into our

driveway.

From Goethals Bridge:
Take the second exit after the toll plaza (It is for the

Outerbridge Crossing & West Shore Expressway).

Stay on the West Shore Expressway for about 12 min-

utes. You will come to signs that indicate: Exit 2:

Richmond Parkway - East and Outerbridge Crossing -

Rt. 440 New Jersey. Follow the signs toward the

Outerbridge Crossing. On this 2 lane exit ramp, stay

in the right lane. Follow this ramp and take the exit

marked Exit 1 - Arthur Kill Road. At the stop light at

the end of the ramp make a left on to Veteran's Rd.

The 1st light you reach is Arthur Kill Road. (Camp

Bow Wow's building is diagonally across the street.)

Make a right on to Arthur Kill Road. Follow Arthur

Kill Road for approximately 3/10's of a mile. Make a

right into our driveway.

From Outerbridge Crossing:
Stay in right lane as you come over the bridge, bear

right as you pay your toll. Immediately after paying

your toll you will see an exit for Page Avenue - Hylan

Blvd. Take this exit. At the light at the end of the exit

ramp, make a left onto Boscombe Avenue. Continue

on Boscombe for about 200 yards. Following the signs

for Outerbridge Crossing/Arthur Kill Road will direct

you to make a left onto the Tyrellan Avenue overpass.

At the light at the end of the overpass make a left onto

Veterans Rd. The 2nd. light you reach is Arthur Kill

Road. (Camp Bow Wow's building is diagonally across

the street.) Make a right on to Arthur Kill Road.

Follow Arthur Kill Road for approximately 3/10's of a

mile. Make a right into our driveway.


